The autonomous
mobility platform

The future of mobility is autonomous and
airborne
│

Urban roads are
increasingly jammed

│

Micro deliveries
are on the rise

│

The low altitude airspace is the
infrastructure for autonomy

Autonomous mobility
will be controlled by data
│ Auterion’s platform captures the
whole drone industry
│ We are deploying thousands of
unmanned systems that all
contribute to a massive data pool
│ AI on the edge on an
unprecedented scale
│ Platform scale & growth

Auterion is transforming you use drones to collect data,
deliver goods, and save lives

Ecosystem flywheel is driving the growth of our platform
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Established as the
autonomous mobility
platform for drones
Drone OEM Adoption Quarter over Quarter (total)

90+

1 million+

Drone manufacturers
with 250% quarter over
quarter growth

Drones using PX4,

11’000+

Standard

Developers in the open
source community

We developed the open
standard mandated by
the U.S. DoD

$40m

80+

Capital raised

People across 3 offices

the kernel of Auterion OS

Now the largest
fleet of drones for
the enterprise
We build the
infrastructure for drones
at scale, from
information to action

Auterion in action
Auterion joins the Ameren team
to demonstrate a smarter, more
efficient way to scale critical
infrastructure inspection with
Auterion software

Auterion's software platform is
delivering the most
comprehensive enterprise
workflow for mapping with
drones.

Watch the video ↗

Watch the video ↗

Lorenz Meier, discusses how
autonomy starts with automation
and leads to better, more
consistent outcomes in drones.

Vector is delivering aerial
imagery to incident command
through Auterion Mission Control
during a mission person search.

Watch the video ↗

Watch the video ↗

On the forefront of autonomy for over a decade.
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Lorenz Meier
Founder & CEO

Romeo Durscher
VP Public Safety

Cynthia Huang
VP Enterprise Business Development

The founder of a number of important open
source projects for the drone industry that
include PX4, MAVLink, QGroundControl and
is the creator of the Pixhawk autopilot.
Lorenz has received several awards and
fellowships for his work, including being
recognized by MIT Technology Review as
one of the top 35 Innovators under 35 in
2017, the ETH Pioneer Fellowship in 2016,
Amazon Prime Air gift/fellowship 2014.

One of the drone industry’s top executives
and a highly experienced leader in
aerospace and unmanned aerial systems,
Romeo has joined Auterion from DJI, where
he held the role of Senior Director of Public
Safety Integration. Prior to joining DJI,
Romeo spent twelve years working on
NASA’s Heliophysics Mission Solar Dynamics
Observatory at Stanford University.

Cynthia is a highly experienced international
business leader in the field of emerging
technologies. Before joining Auterion,
Cynthia held the role of Director of Business
Development at DJI since March 2018.
Cynthia also spent six and a half years at
LT-Deta, including roles as Head of
Corporate Venture Capital, COO and
Director of Business Development and
Strategy,

Drones for public good,
technology in disaster response

Drones for enterprise, future of
robotics

Open source, Robotics, the
future of air mobility
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Customers

We are proud to partner with
Auterion to bring some of the
best technology developed in
the US to our clients in the
utilities and critical
infrastructure industries. The
open source ecosystem is
helping to drive a better
footprint within the
marketplace.
Brandon Del Priore
CTO, C2 Group

Auterion’s open standards
leadership and cooperative
legacy with the developer
community is foundational to a
scalable and sustainable
solution critical for commercial
drones.

The relationship with Auterion
is key in being able to offer
high quality, secure, drone
software to our US customers
that are looking to take
advantage of our drone-based
imagery collection platform.

Alan Caslavka
President of Avionic Systems,
GE Aviation

Richard Cooke
Director, Global Remote
Sensing and Imagery, ESRI

Working with Auterion is great,
because we got the best
software team in the industry
over night.
Skynode allowed us to build a
fully integrated system and we
could focus on building the
best product.
Tabb Firchau
President, Freefly Systems

Auterion in the news
“Networked drones predicted to
unleash host of new
applications”

“One Company Could Transform
U.S. Drone Industry”
Read the Forbes article ↗

Read the FT article ↗

“75% of drones will eventually
run Auterion’s software”

“Evolution of drones is far more
advanced than what you may
believe”

Read the Forbes article ↗
Read the Forbes article ↗
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